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Price list for the UK

effective from 15th April 2021

Age simulation suit GERT - simulates healthy ageing
Age simulation suit GERT - simulation of vision, hearing, motion
(set of 11 matched components)

GBP/£
1190,00

Accessories for the use and storage of GERT

GBP/£

Additional cervical collar and 20 changing covers (washable)

120,00

Suitcase (trolley fabric)

75,00

Accessories for an enhanced simulation together with GERT
Overshoes simulating an unsteady gait
(set of 2 pairs in 2 sizes)
Knee wraps for an enhanced restriction of mobility
(1 pair, in addition to the knee wraps included in GERT)
More simulators, usable with and without GERT
Knee pain simulator simulating knee problems
(1 pair of knee wraps with build-in stimulus elements, incl. bag)
Kyphosis simulator simulating a hunchback
(1 hip belt, 1 neck strap and 1 walking stick, incl. bag)
COPD simulator simulating shortness of breath
(1 rib bandage and 1 adjustable nose clip, incl. cleaning set and bag)
Tremor simulator simulating trembling hands
(2 pairs of gloves in 2 sizes and 1 control unit, incl. bag)
Tinnitus simulator simulating ringing in the ears
(1 pair of headphones, 1 playback device and 1 charger, incl. bag)
Simulation glasses simulating 6 eye diseases
(6 different pairs of glasses in a box)
Hemiparesis simulator simulating a unilateral paralysis
(set of 7 matched components, incl. bag)
Back pain simulator simulating back problems
(set of 2 simulators in 2 sizes, incl. bag)
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Shipping costs

GBP/£

per age simulation suit including accessories

45,00

per order of accessories only

35,00

plus export documents fee per order with goods value > 850 GBP/£
(not required for Northern Ireland)

40,00

From 3 age simulation suits 5% discount, from 5 age simulation suits 10% discount
on the amount of all ordered goods and the shipping costs stated in this price list.
Your advantages with us:
 original products directly from the manufacturer











scientifically proven age simulation
developed by a designer and ergonomist
premium quality made in Germany
proven thousands of times worldwide
easy and self-explanatory usage
transparent pricing policy, one price for all customers
subsequent order of all accessories possible
all simulators can be purchased separately
fast delivery by parcel service
best service, even after purchase

Due to the necessary efforts for the arrangement of transport and customs clearance, the
minimum order value for deliveries to the UK is 300 GBP/£. After receipt of your order, we will
issue a proforma invoice for prepayment, which is required for all international sales.
We will ship as soon as possible after payment has been received in full. Our transport terms for
deliveries to the UK are Delivered At Place, DAP Incoterms 2020, which means we arrange the
export and the transport to the delivery address.
It is your sole responsibility to care for import and pay for any and all fees, taxes and duties that
may be due in the UK. The import should be duty-free, so only taxes and fees shall apply. Usually
the parcel service will offer its support for customs clearance. We will support you with all
information needed.
Deliveries to Northern Ireland do not have to pass customs clearance since Northern Ireland is
still part of the EU single market. If you have a valid VAT registration number, we will not charge
any VAT, otherwise we have to charge the statutory VAT.
When a new price list will be released, this price list will be invalid. Price list is valid only in the
UK. Delivery time upon agreement. Usually delivery is from stock within 14 days after order.
We do not sell to private persons. Product pictures may show clothes that are not included in
the scope of delivery. Proforma invoice payable on receipt without any deduction
into account below. We do not accept cheques. All sales base on the AGB/GTC available at:
www.produktundprojekt.de/agb.html
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